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Spectral Analysis of Coincident Weather Data for

Application in Building Heating, Gooling Load and

Energy ConsumPtion Calculations

INTRODUCTION

Thermal loads on a building environmental system

are greaùy influenced by a number of weather vari-

ablÃ. Ory-UutU temPerature (dbt), net solar radiacion

intensity, dew poinc temPerature (dpt), atmospheric

pr"".urá and w-ind velocity are some of these vari-

uUl"". To obtain a realis¡ic estimate: of the loads on

a building the coincideot Patterns of dbt, dpt and

solar radiation esPecially need to be considered'

The set of algorithms compileri recently by ASHRAE

and proposed for computer calculation of thermal

loud, 
^nd 

energy consumpcion estimates reguires the

use of coincident hourly weather data' It aPPears

that the commonly used forms of weather data such

as outdoor design temPeratures, degree days, temper-

ature level tabulations in cumulative hrs/season will

not be adequate in futfiÎling the newly created need

for coincident data over extended periods of time'

One alternarive is to use hourly weacher data

available from Environmental Science Services Ad-

ministration (ESSA) recorded on magnetic tape' cards

or in printed form. The problems associated with

theserecordsarerheextensiveeditinganddecoding
necessary to convert them into usable form' The

printed form, in addition, requires to be put into a

.otpu,., readable format. Perhaps the mote import-
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rhese problems. The study reported herein is con-

..rn.i with the feasibility of such an approach and

its effecrs on thermal load computa¡ion rnethods'

A number of studies have been made on weather

data to determine statistical Parameters of interest

for thermal environmental engineering applications'

The studies of Thomr and Holladayz are essentially

concerned with the decermination of design dbt'

weacher data are made.

for estimating the random comPonent of daily aver'
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If we chink of a time series, say dbr, as rhe sum
of sine and cosine waves of distincr amplitudes and
frequencies, the spectrum estimate is a measure of
the power (the square of rhe amplicude) of each fre-
quency comPonent.

Measures of correlation between 2 rime series
are the cross-spectrum, or the coherency spectrum,
and the phase spectrum. The cross spectrum is
similarly defined as

S*r(n) = X(n) Y*(n)

and is a complex valued guanriry.

(4)

(5)

The coherency spectrum is based on rhe fact that
the maximum attainable powe[ at a common fre-
quency is given by the geometric mean of rhe spec-
tra of rhe 2 time series. The ratio of the cross spec-
trum to the geometric mean indicates the power
actually attained relarive ro the maximum possible.
Thus a definirion of coherence is

C*r(n)
I S*r(n) | 

2

s.(nl Tt"l

which ranges in value berween 0 and l. If coherence
is unity, ¡he series are fully correlared in ampli,
tude, if it has 0 value, rhey are uncorrelared. The
phase specrrum indicares rhe phase lag or lead of
the frequency components of the series and is given
by

d*r(n) = tan -' ¡S*vP 1 (6)'R.(S*r(n))'

A fixed rime lag berween 2 periodic series would
give

where r is ,he ,,,'"',Ïl"l;,:;::,. o. " ",,",!',Ì,line on the phase specrrum graph.
To observe rhe various frequency ranges in more

detail, e.g., diurnal range, the variable records may
be filtered, which amounrs ro their weighting with a
prescribed set of consranrs. The filtering operation
is a convolution operacion

24r

ages using spectral merhods and extends rhis to rhe
multi-variare case. Kusuda and AchenbachT have
found that rhe daily rrends of dbt and dpt are ex-
pressible guite accurately at rirost a 4 rerm Fourier
Series.

It is seen from che above rhat a detailed study of
the correlation of wearher variables which is of in-
terest in thermal environmenral engineering applica-
tion has nor yer been undertaken.

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS AND
DIGITAL FILTERING

The inherent periodicity of wearher dara, as exempli_
fied by rhe annual and diurnal cycles, is besc ob-
served by an analysis of irs freguency composition.
The transformarion of rhe time rccords inro a fre-
quency represenracion is obrained by the use of the
Fourier Trans formarioo.

Considering any ser of observarions sequenced in
time series, such as hourly recordings of dbt, let
x(t) and y(t) be 2 time series defined over discrere
values of t and of length N

The Digiral Fourier Transform (DFT) of x(r) is de-
fined as

xrnl = bt*(t)e- 
i2o n'l ¡r

(1)

and its inverse is

t) o<rlN-t lv() oSt5N-l l,x(

.r,l=l* !t *rnl. 
i2Ìnt/N

(2)

which is rhe discrere analog of the well known
Fourier Trans formation.

The transformed series rerms, denored by capiral
lecters, X(n) are complex quanrities and exccpt for
rhe facror N are equivalenr ro rhe complex form of
rhe Fourier Series coefficients. The indices n de-
note the frequency in unirs of. 2¡/N radians.

An estimaror for the power specrrum S*(n) of rhe
variable x(t) is

S*(n) = X(n) X*(n) (3)

where * indicates the complex conjugare and is re-
ferred to as rhe periodogram esrimare.



t=m
i(t) : I a(m)x(t-m) (8)

K=-m

where r(t) is the filtered variable and a(m) are the

2rn+1 filter constanrs.
This corresponds to filtering in the time domain.

Filtering in the frequency domain is a simpler oPera-

tion as the dft of Eq (8) gives

1(n): A(n) x(n) (e)

which indicates that convolution in the time domain

corresponds to term by term multiplication in the

frequency domain.
A very efficient algorithm was used in imple-

menting the dft due to Sandes known as the Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) both for spectral

analysis and filtering of rhe data.

DATA ANALYSIS _ PROCEDURES

Wheather data was obtained from ESSA taPes' series

I40, Íor wind velocity, dbt, dpt, atmospheric pres-

sure and total cloud cover. Solar radiation data was

taken from ESSA, series 280, tapes. The period of

record on one caPe covers a I}-yr span of hourly
values,

The records in all cases were found to have miss-

ing values and some magnitude errors in the vari-
ables. The magnitude errors were corrected by

putting absolute value and maximum variation checks

and substituting the aveÌage of the 2 adiacent data

points. The missing data Points did not exceed 12

consecutive hours in any variable. When more than

2 consecutive points were missing a substicution
was made by interpolation of the adiacent 24 ht

sequences to fit the missing Part of the daily cycle
afrcr adjustment for rhe variable levels'

In order to look at rhe diurnal, seasonal and an-

nual variacions of the variables vve have filtered
each variable into 6 frequency ranges. The filter
used for this purpose was one ProPosed ty lenkins.9
Fig. I shows the gain of this filter for the various

lengths used.
The filter is a symmetric high pass filrer of

length 2m+1 terms and we refer co m as the filter
length. The filter coefficients are defined

-
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1À= Io m+l

I'ONTXS ÌtouRs

Ài= - (t * .o" k), (2m+2) j>o (10)

À¡= - À-i

and because of its symmetry, it does not result in
any pha-^e change. Its gain R for a given frequency

n is the dft of lr,loSlilsr l

m

R(n)=À"+28 À cos2znj (11)

¡ =r

The filtering was applied sequentially to obtain the

various frequency ranges.
If x(t) is one of the variables and x(t) is the re-

sulting series after applying a filter of length mt

for i=l . r, the series rePresenring various

frequency ranges are obtained by the following
procedure:

x.(t)-x(t)-x,(t)
x,(t)=x,(t)-xr(t)

x,(t) =x,(t)-x,r,(t) (12)

i,(t) - x,(t)

nì. m.r r+l

where f,(t) contains the frequency range between

the 2 filters of length m¡ and m,*,.
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Each variable was filrered in lengchs of 120

hourly values corresponding to a 30-day span which

is referred to as the monthly data' Two filters of

Iength 3 and24 were applied resulting in 3 fre-

quÃ.y ranges. The low range of the monthly data

has "il the diurnal and higher frequencies filtered

out of ir. The diurnal range corresponds to the

,liurnal f requency and its f irsc 4 harmonics, i'e', to

I20 cycles/month. The high frequency ranÉ!e con-

tains the residual high frequencies up ro the

Nyquist frequency of 360 cycles/month' Figs' 6 and

7 were obtained as a result of this sequential filter-
ing. The uPPer frame is the plot of che actual hourly

daia with the low frequency range suPerimposed on

it. The middle frame is a plot of the diurnal fre-

quency range and the lower frame shows the residual

high frequency range.

Two st¿ìges oi iilrcring werc applied to yearly

and l0-yearly data' Each variable, in ¡his case wind

velociry, dbt and dpt and atmospheric Pressure' was

24t
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iilcered with a filter of length 24 ro temove the diur-

nal and higher freguencies for 87,600 hourly values'

The resulùng filtered record was samPled at every

12ch hr ro pràdu." a new record of 7 )00 points'

Each year in this record corresponds to 730 Points'

The råsampling was done'to reduce the calculation

effort as ttt. high frequencies are already raken out

and this does not result in any loss of accuracy or

detail in the data. The resampled data is referred

to as the low frequency data in what follows' The

iow frequency q/as fu,iht' filtered with a filter of

Length 24, corresponding to a filter length of 288 on

hourly data, the remaining lower frequency range

*hich contains only 2 cycles or less/month is

shown in Fig. 4, all4 variables superimposed on

one frame. Here the yearly cycles are clearly

identifiable.
Another sequence of filrers was applie d co I

year,7)O Points, of the l0-year low frequency data'

Filc.r" of length 12 a¡d 60 were used' Fig' 5 shows

plots of the resulting frequency ranges' Fig' 5 has

in the upper frame the low frequency data for L year

plotted on un .nlu.ged scale' Superimposed on it we

r.. the freguency range uP to 6 cycles /y"a' corres-

ponding ,o ,h" yeatly cycle and itl fe-w harmonics'

The center frame shows the monthly frequency

range, 6 rc 24 cYcles/Year'
The lower frame is the residual containing the

24 ¡o 360 cycles/year. This we call the weekly fre-

quency ,"ni. u, the main prominences have 4 to 10-

day periods'
In order ro comPare the yearly variation of the

hourly data recordt tO-yt averages were comPuted

for .{ variables. Fíg. 1 shows the 10-yr average

hourly data for dbt. It may be compared to the hourly

data for the year 1954 shown in Fig' 2'

ln computing the estimates of sPectra for the

variables in various frequency ranges we have fol-

Iowetl mainly the methods suggested by Bingham'

Godfrey antl Tukey.t0 In all cascs we used data

lengths of 720 Points, which have the factors

5 x-)2 x 2a that are symmetric about the factor 5'

24t



This was chosen for computational convenience in
using Sande version of the FFT even though this
length corresponds ro L2lo30-day months in a yr,
ot a 360 day year for the low frequency data.

The data was first reduced to 0 mean by comput-
ing the sample time average and subtracting it from

che 720 terms. Then the FFT program was used to
compute the dft. In order to eliminate the end

effects due to the sectioning, and leakage, the dft
coefficients were '!hanned", i..., convolved with

-Y4, Yr, -)d weights.
The spectral estimate was obtained using Eq 3,

and the number of terms computed varied in accord-
ance with the particular frequency raîBe of the data
up to n -- 360.

The smoothing oí the initial spectrum estimate
was done by using a triangular filter wirh %, Y2, Y4

weights. Graphs of the variable spectrum estimates
shown in the 2 upper frames of Figs. p through 12

have been smoothed 4 times. All spectrum esti-
mates are plotted on logarithmic scale with a linear
freguency axis and only the rop 4 decades are
shown.

The escimates for the coherence and phase sPec-
tra shown in the lower 2 frames of Figs. ! through

12 were obtained by computing the dft of 2 vari-
ables x(t) and y(t) and hanning them. Then the cross
spectrum estimates q/ere computed using Eq (4) and

smoorhed I times with the triangular filter. The co-
herence and phase sPectra estimates were obtained
from Egs (5) and (6).

4t 96

RESULTS
The weather data analysed was limited to one sta-
tion, Station#93193 for Fresno, California, for the

years 1953-L962. The variables considered in de-

tail were wind velocity (VW), dry bulb temPerature
(dbt), dew point temperature (dpt) and atmos-

pheric pressure (P). Total solar radiation intensity
(S) and total cloud cover (C) were also considered
but nor in as much detail.

One of the interesting characteristics of the

recorded solar data for this station was that values
obtained from the standard formula used for solar
radiation intensity in building load calculations
given in the L967 ASHRAE GUIDE and DATA BOOK

did not compare very favorably with it. Especially in
the mornings, the values computed by the formula were

quite low, and in the afternoons the opposit occurred.

Also the maximum values differed approximately 20%.

The morning and afternoon differences ranged from

49 to 20% for clear days. Originally, it was our in-
tention to use the solar radiation formula as a basic
predictor, i.e., the only variable which was avail-
able to formulation in a direct way. Unfortunately,
with this much variability discovered, it was

decided to use solar data on the records as is and

leave the search for the reasons of this variation
for a future study. This was the basic reason for
studying the other 4 variables in more detail. The
emphasis on cloud cover data was also relaxed as

its relation to solar data is the most important one.
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Approximat ely 400 graPhs were genetated in the

course of the study. The ones included in the PaPer

are rePresentative of the observed trends' Fig' 2

"ho*s 
the hourly dbt for the year 1954'Th'e yeatly

trend of temPerature and the superimposed varia-

herences in the 1-6 cycles /yt *t'e in all cases

above 0.90 for the first harmonic and decreased

somewhat linearly to 0.50 at the 6th harmonic' It
should be nored thac the coherency as reflecred by

Eq (5) is proportional to the square of the ampli-

,uà"r. Amplitude correlations are thus ProPortional
to the square root of the coherence' [t is assumed

that coherences less than 0.5 are considered as

an indication of no correlation or randomness from

a practical point of view'
Fig. 5 shows a further frequency decomposition

of the dbt in the range 0 - )60 cyclesfyr' The sum

of the center frame and the smooth curve in the top

frame corresponds to the 1954 dbt curve in Fig' 4'

,I It

The coherency and phase sPectra of the 6-24 aú

in a statistical sense. However, once a Pattern rs

prescribed on a variable, the other variables obey

ih" .uruul relationshiPs among them resulting in

the observed correlations. Jones" findings on the

predictability of daily average temPeratures suPPorts

this poinr of view.

In the diurnal range 30 - 120 cycles/month, the

correlations were found to be quite consistent and

high as was exPected- Figs' 6 and 7 show the fre-

q*n.y decomposition of this range for dbt and

dpt. The upper frames show the plot of the

recorcled hourly values and the superimposed curve

is the filtered low frequency trend' The diurnal

which is 5 to 20 times the magnitude of the second

harmonic excePting dpc and cloud cover' This in'
dicates tha¡ 2 to 3 harmonics would describe quite

adequately the daily Parterns of the vari¿bles' The

coherences are throughout in the range 0'9 to 1'0

for the first 2 harmonics which is indicative of the

very substantial correlations among the variables'

The phase sPectra show the commonly observed

lead and lag relacionships, i.e', dbt lagging S and

dpt lagging S and dbt etc. The well def ined cor-

,"lariont in the diurnal range of frequencies are

very promising in defining simultaneously the pat-

terns of a number of variables for use in design load

calculations. tn Fig. 8 filtered diurnal course of

the variables are shown for the month of' May,1954'

The high frequency' residual I2O -160 cycles/

month shown in the bottom f rames of Figs ' 6 ar.d 7

appears to be random as we have not observed any

247
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consistent correlation patterns or predominant fre-
quencies. Its magnitude is small relarive ro rhe
diumal cycle amplitudes.

Two inceresting phenomena were also observed.
Fig. 1J shows the envelope of the diurnal ampli-
tudes in dotted lines, which suggesrs a form of
amplirude modulation. Comparison wirh the smooth
trend curve in the upper frame shows an inve¡se
correlation. This type of correlarion was observed
visually, for most of rhe variables bur was nor ana-
l¡'zed in derail. A technique known as complex de-

FRÊOUENC T CYCLES / 'IEAR

modulation will be used to examine this phenome-
non in the next phase of the study. Another observa-
tion made was the seasonal changes in the variance
of the ranges 24-360 cyclesfyear and rhe 120-
360 cycles/month. Especially for atmospheric
pressure variable the variances were found to be
high in che winter and low in the summer seasons.
Bingham'sa work shows rhat this is the case for
the dry bulb in the range of freguencies less than
the diurnal.
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APPLICATION AND FUTURE WORK

A simple application of spectral analysis of weacher

data is the estimarion of average coincident pat-

terns. If x(t) and y(t) are dbt and S respectively for

example, an estimate.of the average coincident
diurnal pactern of y(t) can be obtained if the x(t) is
given. Assuming that the causal relationship be-

tween x(t) and y(t) is linear (i.e., a linear integral

or differential equation) their sPectra and cross

spectrum are related

S*r(n) : S*(n) R(n) (13)

Sr(n) = S"(n) R(n) R*(n) (14)

where R(n) is rhe complex gain of this system.
Therefore, from the cross sPectrum S*r(n) and the

spectrum of x(t), S*(n) we obtain

R(n) :S*r(n) / S*(n) : I R(n) I e
iþ {n)

( 1t)

If x(t) is expanded in a Fourier Series

*1,¡ = uo + f an cos [2znt/N + o(n)]
n: r (16)

the terms in the Fourier Series expansion of y(t)

y(t) = bo Ë bn cos [2ontlN + V(n)]
n=r (17)

are obtained from the a(n) and che R(n)

bn=aniR(n)i
W(n)=d(n)+ó(n)

-
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The length of the Fourier Series m is at most 3'

as Fig. 10 spectra indicaces 1 large and 2 smaller

Jisrirlct p""i". Also note that ratio of the peak

çalues of the sPeccra at frequency n is lR(n)12'

The phase angle O(n) is the slope of the phase

,p".irut of frequency n. The other coefficients ao,

bo, ur" the average values of x(c) and y(t) over the

pãriod of interest, i.e', I month'

This example may be extended to the multivari-

eble case to estimate the coincident Patterns of all

5 variables. Details of this approach are given by

I.nkinsg and Robinson.il As some weather variables

¡re better predictors than others, ê'g', S and P' it is
.lpparent túat mulrivariate estimate of coincident

!,arterns aÍe aî lmProvement over bivariate ones'

As weather data is not stationary, e'8'' averages

¡nd variances change with the seasons' spectral

analysis is applicable over limited periods of time'

,"y i tonth oi t"tt, for coincident diurnal Pattern

estimates to assure that the segmented record is

:pproximately stationary' Jones6 has. suggested a

nethod which overcomes this limiration' As weather

jata is periodic in the mean square sense' lt may

re "*pr."""d 
in an auto-regressive form with

ieriodic coef ficients '

x(t) : i, u{,-*) x (t-m) + e(t) (19)

rhere Î(t) is the estimated value in terms of the

:ast values of the variable x(Ð and e(t) is che error

:erm. The coefficients a(t-m) are periodic with

periods corresponding to the diurnal and annual

.y.l.t and cheir harmonics. Using the multivariace

form of Eq (19) rhe coincident diurnal Patterns of

che variables can be estimated ^t aoy time of che

'.'ear. The application of this. method to weather data

lrill be reported in a future article'

The problem of selecting a representative year'

:i'ith rhe need for coincident hourly records of 6 or

inore variables for load calculations and system

.'nergy consumpcion estimates, is also dependcnt

,om.l*hat on factors other than weather data' A

review of the proposed load calcularion methods

illus trates this Point.
I[ the total load on a zoîe is given by q(c) it is

the sum of loads due to each input, qi(t)

q(t) = I qi(,1

k

qi(t) = | wi(i) xi(t-i) (21)

i=t

The input variables x¡(t) are convolved with the

weighting functions wi(j) corresponding to them'

The annual energy ..qoit"m"nt O is thus given by

summing the heating and cooling loads separately

o =t q+(r) Q2)
n -1

i=0

n-1

c

o"=! l-(t) Q))
i=0

where the load functions q+ and q- are equal to 0,

if they are negative and positive respectively other-

*i". ih.y are equal to q(t). By taking the dft of q¡(t)

we obtain
k

q¡(t) : I w1(i) x; (t-i) -f Q¡(n) : W¡(n) Xi(n)

(24)

where Wi(n) corresponds to the frequency resPonse

funcrion of the particulat zole with respect to the

input variable xi. The Qi(n) are equivalent to the FS

.oèffi.i"n,, .*..pt for the factor N, the number of

hrs over which the loads are comPuted' Thus as wi

put variables xi(t)

Q(n) = i *,{n) *,in) (2t)
i=l

and the load function is sirnply the inverse DFT

i=r

I
q(r) = 

ñ

n-l i2z ntl N

! Q{n)" Q6)
n =0

We noce that che o¡h tcrm of the DFT, Q(o)'

equals rhe net area under the load function, i'e"

n -l
E q(tl = Q(o)

(27)

r=0

o
This correspontls to the algebraic sum of O. and

n
i=l

where each q¡(t) is given bY

(20)

Q(o)=Õ.+On (28)

2tt



in other words as @.>o and On<o, it corresponds to

the difference in the magnitude of the annual cooling
and heating energy requirements in Btus. In order to

obtain (D.or Õn we need one additional value,
namely

n-l
or: Elq(t)l =o.-o,

t:0

n-l

(29)

(3 t)

Averaging the inpuc weather data over the years

ac each hr corresponds to an ensemble average esci-

mate, and summing and convolution operacions are

commutative with the averaging oPeration, i.e., ex-
pected value operator E. We may then write noting
Eq (28)

EtQ(o)l=Et Eq(t)l
n=l

n:0

n:l k:Et t E I w;(i)x;(t-i)1 (30¡
t=0 i:1 j=t

k

D' I w¡(i) E tx¡(t-l)1
n-l m

r=0 i=t i:r

which shows thac an estimate of the average value

of the area under the load function q(t) may be ob-

tained from the estimace of the ensemble average of

the input variables. However, when we aPPly che

above to

n-l
Etorl = t Etlq(t)ll : I Etl Iqi(t)ll

t=0

we note that

m

t:0 i=1

lD qi(t)l< E lqi(t)l (ú2)
i: I

and the argument breaks down at this poinr. In other
words, <Þ, is not a simple funcrional of the ensemble
avetaBe estimates EIxi(t)ì of the input variables.
As O. and On are functions of @r, rhis applies to

them as weIl.
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It is apparent that data averaged hourly over the

years cannot be used for energy consumPtion esti-
mates. The summing of the individual loads qi(t),
due to the input weather variables xi(t), which may

be positive or negative independently of each other
to some extent, results in this situation as shown
in Equation (31). therefore, the building character-
istics do seem to have an influence in considera-
tions of representative year selection. The inad-
equacy of the degree day approach, other than being

a single variable approach to energy consumption
estimates, can be attributed to the fact that it does

noc consider cransient effects in contrast to the

proposed procedures. It is obvious that mote re-
search is needed in this area.

Eqs (26-28) suggest that with the use of the

dft significant saving, in computational effort may

be achieved in energy consumPtion estimates' For
purely heating or cooling seasons net energy require-

ments may be obtained from Eq (28) as Õ., is equal

to <Þ. or On in this case.

CONCLUSION

Use of spectral analysis as a tool in identifying
correlations of annual and diurnal patterns of
weather data is presented. Results obtained with
the application of this technique to the 10-yr hourly
data for 6 variables of Fresno, Calif., in che 1952-
1963 period indicate significanc correlations in the

annual and diurnal patterns of che variables.
A method is introduced for estimating coincident

diurnal patterns, which can be used in load and

energy studies. Considerations in selection of rep-

resentative periods of weather data for standard
usage are found to require further research.
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Dtscussl0N

M. LOKMA.NHEKIM, (General American Research,

Chicago, Il1.): Does the author believe that the

relationship you find for Fresno, Calif., can be

generalized for the continental United Srates?

\lR. CUMALI: The mechodology introduced here

is applicable to any kind of information. Meaning it
could be weather data from one s[ation, it could be

weather data from another station or it is also ap-

plicable to other data. For example, relationship of

data from building to the load. But the methodology

is general. We have done this only for one station'
We are presently doing this for another station in

Chicago using exacrly ch'e same methodology'

But as far as being able to pick uP a certain
number of stations across the couotry which are

representative of the climatic conditions or regimes

available in the United States, whether that can be

done I really don't know. The only thing I can re-

fer you to is that one gentleman at rhe University
of Chicago has done an analysis to rePresent the

weekly avetage temPeratures. He has done a 4 cerm

Fourier Series rePresentation for the northeasl U' S'

and drawn curves of these coefficients on a maP to

show how they change. So it aPPears that for at
least one variable this rhing has been done and is

applicable. Whether ir is totally applicable remains

to be seen, but at least there is an indication that

it can be done for more than one variable.

MR. LOKMANHEKIM: tn this manner, I am dis-
agreeing with you because about 8 or 10 years ago

I had done the very same thing, making a Fourier
series analysis for Chicago for some special
project. It seems to me that the mathematical pro-

cedures are O.K. but I believe you have to take

into account the meteorological effecc. You cannot

make a judgmenc assuming that this method is true

for every city. You have to use your meteorological
judgment to get a good correlation. I have my doubt

that this gives you a correlation, as you state, for

every city in the United States.

MR. CUMALI: Oh, I did not say it would give a
correlation to every city. I iust said the method

can be applied to the data. And as for using
meteorological iudgmenc, that is already -
MR. LOKMANHEKIM: No, what I am saying, for
example, is that you find for Fresno a relationship
between Fresno and solar radiation.

MR. CUMALI: Right.

MR. LOKMANHEKIM: But you are not going to

find the same kind of relationship in Chicago or in
Maine or in -
MR. CUMALI: I fully agree with you. The correla-
tions change but rhe method of obtaining the cor-

relations is the same. That is all I am saying.
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MR. LOKMANHEKIM: How are you going to Put the

general mathematical relationship influenced by

the local pattern? For example, we know that in
the United States, Tucson and Phoenix, Ariz. are

about 10 miles apart and they give two different
climates. How are you going to use cities in your

mathematical analysis ?

MR. CUMALI: My mathematical analysis as you

describe it to me is fairly general and it does not
even claim that it can do that. Ic is not mine; I am

only using it. tt is the methodologist's task to do

this kind of analysis. AII I am trying to do is to
make an analysis on a given piece of information.
And I am sure there are certain basic correlations
which can be used for many PurPoses. How they

are put together is something else again.

MR. LOKMANHEKIM: Let me give you one ex-

ample. Abouc 6 years ago we had a Civil Defense

award. Ve computer:izeð a 10 year span of constant
weather data and wé built uP the isometric lines
for the continental United States. We plotted these

full computerized. Then we took the daca to a very

prominent research scientist in the country. He

looked and we saw him smile. He said, "You are

wrong." He t<¡id us, "You are mechanical engi-
neers, O.K. You did these things and it is per-

fectly all right, but I have to make some meteoro-

logical judgment and correct it." And he started

playing around with cities and islands and so

forth. I was wondering how he can do these things

in this work. He said, "You can't rePresent this."

MR. CUMALI: The only way that something like
this can be attempted. is by doing this oo a re-

gional scale. For example, this is where you need

the help of the meteorologist who is to identify
what are the basic regimes in a given area, which

areas would be representative of the overall climate

in a grid type of thing. Now once you do this over

a given area, perhaPs you could try to define some

relationships which can do this on arl atea basis'
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At this point, all we are doing is taking one sta-
tion and making an analysis on that station. We

have not looked at the other problem. We hope that
if there are funds available and time available we

would like to look at this in the future.

MR. LOKMANHEKIM: I have also another sugges-
tion. As far as the weather data is concerned I, for
example, eliminate the solar radiation from the
picture. Instead of solar radiation, I go to some

other climace because solar radiation data in the
concinental United States is very limited and is not
generalized. I go to a cloud cover,'a cloud rype,
and use a mathematical model for rhe calculation
of solar radiation. That's my suggestion.

MR. CUMALI: I think that is a very valid sugges-
tion because solar radiation usually comes on a
separate tape. And as you say there are few sta-
tions in the United States who measure and record
this.

MR. LOKMANHEKIM: And also you have to re-
member that solar radiation data taken in the sta-
tions and the weather record stations in the same
location are not the same place. For example, in
Chicago you have Midway, you have O'Hare and
you have Glenview but the solar radiation data is
taken at Adler Planetarium Laboratories, which
are not close to each other. In this case, I suggest
strongly that you eliminate the solar radiation, be-

cause I believe the method right now built up at
the National Research Council and the method
built up at NBS and rhe merhod built up at General
American without taking the intensities of the
solar radiation is perfect. If we are able to intro-
duce this plot or modifier in the picture, we will
be better off as far as getting correlation and it
will be very use,ful I think.

MR. CUMALI: Thank you. I think that is a very

valid comment.


